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Marine VHF radio refers to the radio frequency range between 156 and 174 MHz, inclusive.The "VHF"
signifies the very high frequency of the range. In the official language of the International Telecommunication
Union the band is called the VHF maritime mobile band.In some countries additional channels are used, such
as the L and F channels for leisure and fishing vessels in the Nordic countries ...
Marine VHF radio - Wikipedia
A shipboard radio station includes all the transmitting and receiving equipment installed aboard a ship for
communications afloat. Depending on the size, purpose, or destination of a ship, its radio station must meet
certain requirements established by law or treaty.
Ship Radio Stations | Federal Communications Commission
With this course you will learn the basics of plotting, reading charts, identifying ATONs and using them to find
your way on the water as well as an introduction to electronic navigation all presented online where you can
study at your own pace.
Modern Marine Navigation: BoatUS Foundation
Navigation is a field of study that focuses on the process of monitoring and controlling the movement of a
craft or vehicle from one place to another. The field of navigation includes four general categories: land
navigation, marine navigation, aeronautic navigation, and space navigation.
Navigation - Wikipedia
Buy Cobra MRHH125 3 Watt, Waterproof, VHF, Long Range, Marine Radio: Everything Else - Amazon.com
FREE DELIVERY possible on eligible purchases
Cobra MRHH125 3 Watt, Waterproof, VHF, Long Range, Marine

http://www.taylormarine.com.au/
Uniden MHS75 Waterproof Handheld 2-Way VHF Marine radio, Submersible, Selectable 1/2.5/5 Watt
Transmit Power. All USA/International and Canadian Marine Channels - Color Black
Uniden MHS75 Waterproof Handheld 2-Way VHF Marine radio
To obtain an FCC commercial operator license, an applicant must submit an original Proof of Passing
Certificate issued by a Commercial Operator License Examination Manager (COLEM), or have the
application filed electronically by the COLEM, demonstrating that the applicant has passed the required
written and/or telegraphy elements, as illustrated in the table below.
Examinations | Federal Communications Commission
Navigation Rules | ATONS The Navigation Rules for vessels establish actions for boaters to take to avoid a
collision. The Navigation Rules are published by the U. S. Government Printing Office, and are available in
any boating supply store.
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